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Greetings from Graphistudio. 2011 has proven to be an
extraordinary year for our Company, highlighted by numerous
product introductions and workflow improvements.
These investments are leading the evolution of the industry
and we continue to build on becoming a diversified world-class
leader in producing hand-crafted books for photographers
around the world.
We are proud of our accomplishments but remain firmly
grounded and focused on the execution and constantly moving
the Company forward. I would like to thank all of our customers
for their support and enthusiasm for our innovative products and
all of us at Graphistudio are very excited about the opportunities
that lie ahead.

Tullio Tramontina
Graphistudio President and CEO
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Weddings, families, babies,
maternity, sports,
super cars,
boudoir, nature,
commercial...
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A wide range
of possibilities
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Our book sizes range from
the majestic 40x50 to the new
35x45, the classic 30x40 to the
compact 25x35 and 20x30.
There are corresponding
landscape versions and square
options from 40x40, 35x35,
30x30, 25x25, 20x20, 15x15,
and 10x10.
You can choose the
photographic or the metallic
paper with digital laser printing,
or as an alternative, the
textured, smooth or pearl
paper with the digital offset
printing.
All options are available with
glossy or matte lamination
with the exception of the metallic
paper which is laminated by
default.
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Metal

Varnished

A consolidated success, thanks to the versatility of a
material which guarantees the highest level of customization.
The metal plate, which is the core of the cover, is available in both
gold and silver, each of them can have a satin or polish finish. It can
be personalized by printing your images directly on the material.
The cover is then assembled with the maximum precision onto a
leatherette back and spine, which can be upgraded – as an option to leather, Nappa or Distressed.

Elegance associated with modernity gives the varnished
a clean, but attractive layout, with crisp lines and colours
(available in metallized or pastel shades).
A style which enriches your creation with a contemporary,
harmonic and essential touch. The engraving of the names and date
with the Edwardian font, the rounded edges and the varnished metal
plate stress the clear lines and create the perfect mix for the avantgarde photographer. Another touch of refinement can be conferred
by upgrading the back and spine to Nappa, Distressed or leather.
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Crystal Glance

Leather

In this new generation of acrylic covers, the highest
technologies provide smooth, pure, crystal like materials to
offer your clients extraordinary options.
The back and spine are prepared in leatherette by default, but
can be upgraded to leather, Nappa or Distressed.

The classic covers exude excellence.
A timeless offer, which keeps its appeal unchanged thanks to a
superior material and to a simple and elegant outlook, available in
14 different colours.
A traditional look, with attention paid to each single detail,
guaranteed to succeed. The available colours might be subject to
slight variations of shade, since the material is entirely natural.
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Cowhide

Leatherette

The tradition of real Italian cowhide serving photography
through a classy and elegant style.
4 different colours to stand out in the market: a traditionally
tailored cover, refined with an exquisite seam around the edge.
Your more tradition-orientated clients will find in this product all the
reassuring nobility of centuries of craftsmanship.

A range where the elegance of the classic line and opening
price point meet.
Available in two versions: standard and continuous (seamless),
this material offers an excellent product at a reasonable price. Like
all our classic covers, it can be personalized by embossing or
engraving the text.
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Silk

Transparent

Silk has always been another term for elegance and
excellence, and now you can associate these characteristics
to an exclusive and completely customizable product.
Our silk covers (in both the matte and glossy versions) mix the
creativity expressed by the printed images with the refined touch
of the material. The back and spine are prepared in leatherette by
default, but can be upgraded to leather, Nappa or Distressed to
enrich the product even more.

A modern, contemporary cover which enhances your
creativity and leaves the door open to endless ways of
customization.
One of our best sellers, this option features an acrylic surface over
the front and back, to display and protect a full bleed image printed
on metallic paper. The spine is by default prepared in leatherette,
and can be upgraded to leather, nappa or distressed.
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New covers
We heard the request from our customers for additional material
options and we answered with the stunning Nappa and distressed
leather covers. With a combination of over 30 colour options,
these soft leathers encapsulate true beauty.

NEW
A timeless proposal for very demanding customers. The line in
nappa offers a beautiful touch feeling with a wide choice of colours.
Simple and elegant with a continous wrap binding.

Colours might be subject to slight variations of shade, since the material is entirely
natural.
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Code: N00
White

Code: N01
Cream

Code: N02
Wheat

Code: N03
Canyon

Code: N04
Saddle Brown

Code: N05
Rustic Brown

Code: N06
Dark Chocolate

Code: N07
Turquoise

Code: N08
Aquatic

Code: N09
Lime

Code: N10
Parrot

Code: N11
Maroon

Code: N12
Pink

Code: N13
Dark Pewter

Code: N14
Oceania

Code: N15
Black
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Distressed NEW
The old looking flavour is the distinctive feature of this cover,
an innovative proposal that is deeply rooted in the classical
layout. The specific production process gives a prestigious look,
granting that a perfect mix of modern and classic blends into a
product of extremely high quality.
An additional classy touch can be added by choosing to emboss
the text, an option now available also with silver or gold foil.

The 16 available colours might be subject to slight variations of shade, since the
material is entirely natural.
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Code: D00
White

Code: D01
Cream

Code: D02
Mode beige

Code: D03
Sunny yellow

Code: D04
Orange

Code: D05
Blue grey

Code: D06
Ruby

Code: D07
Cinnamon

Code: D08
Brandy

Code: D09
Chocolate

Code: D10
Dark brown

Code: D11
Wenge

Code: D12
Grey brown

Code: D13
Fog

Code: D14
Blue Navy

Code: D15
Black
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Spine upgrade

NEW

Now you can upgrade the spine of your covers to genuine leather,
distressed and Nappa choosing among all the available colours.
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Foil debossing

NEW

Foil debossing available in gold and silver on leather covers.
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Engraving

NEW

Personalize your metallic varnish cover with custom engraving.

New varnished

NEW

The epitome of elegance: the new white varnished covers
offer an unprecedented mix of modernity and charm, perfect to
suit the needs of the most demanding clients. The V6 Pastel option
continues in the tradition of pure and clean lines this typology of
covers is famous for, while the V6 Touch exudes style thanks to its
satin-like finish: two options, another success!

V6 Touch
White Touch

V6
Pastel white
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Coordinated
Sleeves

NEW

Graphistudio’s solution for the photographers that really
care about their book presentation.
Available in the leather and leatherette collection, the coordinated
sleeve adds a touch of elegance to the book, matching its cover and
spine for a classic and timeless result.
A perfect solution for demanding clients.
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Luxury Boxes

NEW

A new line of accessories to give you even more options
to choose from: these high quality boxes have been designed
to accommodate different tastes and needs, especially as they
are highly customizable by printing your
images directly on the material.
From the elegant and refined
Stylish Sleeve to the colourful
and bright Art Box: each
option will pleasantly take
you by surprise.
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Art box
Colourful and bright
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NEW

Dvd holder
underneath the book
placeholder
Open Art Box
displaying
the book inside
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The colourful and bright Art Box, available in all the orientations
and sizes from 20x30 up to 40x50, is ideal to accommodate
customizations on the front, back and spine, thus conferring a
modern and catchy look to the product.
The exclusive opening system lifts the book and “offers” it to
the reader, while revealing the DVD holder placed underneath: an
additional and enriching touch of class.

Book not included in the Art Box.
The product is customizable with your own pictures:
the image shown is for demonstrational purpose only.
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Stylish Sleeve
Elegant and refined

NEW

Stylish Sleeve open
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The refined and elegant Stylish Sleeve is an evolution of the the
idea of the sleeve: it is customizable by printing a text on the front,
and it is available in all the orientations and sizes from 20x30 up to
40x50.
The white colour that defines this product stresses the clean
lines and the modern style, making it ideal for those clients looking
for a minimal, yet elegant, way to be different.

Book not included in the Stylish Sleeve.
The product is customizable with your own text: the image shown is for
demonstrational purpose only.
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Rigid binding,
the best of both
worlds

NEW
Thin pages

This new option brings photographic books to the next
level, check it out:
Thin pages: It guarantees a a flexible page, conferring a modern
and slim look to the book.
Thick pages: This option confers heaviness to the book
by adding an insert between the pages.

Thick pages

Rigid pages: The real connection
between the digital and the
traditional worlds giving the
book its massive and linear
outlook.
Rigid pages
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Dreams take form,
Forms is born.

Design by Tramontina

40

Size:
w 33 cm, d 13 cm, h 39 cm
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A step towards the future, thanks to a modern and stateof-the-art design: this is what Forms is about.
A product that goes beyond the concept of sleeve to become
an actual expression of art, enriching and enhancing the book
even more.
Available in six different colours, for 25x35 books only, up to
70 pages.

Note: the book in the below images are for demonstration purposes only.
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Graphistudio:
Did you know?
t Graphistudio offers books for all photography disciplines
(Weddings, Engagements, HS Seniors, Families, Sports,
Commercial, Boudoir, Bellies & Babies, and much more)
t Our average lead-time for our full line program 3-4 weeks.
t You can design a 40 page book using the GraphiSoftware in
under 1 hour
t Once the primary book is designed you don’t have to resize the
smaller books
t All books are hand-crafted & made in Italy
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t Dust jackets and the new printed hardback cover are included in
the cost of the book
t We offer the smallest (4x4) to the largest book (40x50)
t We offer full service design, or you can use our software or
design in another program by referencing our print and bind
spec’s
t We offer over 100 different cover options/styles
t We offer 20 different book sizes: vertical, square and horizontal

t Our opening price point books start at £ 49

t We offer 5 different paper options, each available with or without
glossy or matte lamination (metallic paper is laminated by default)

t Our smallest primary book is 10x13, available in a set of 4

t Customization is available by special request
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Pro’s Corner

Yervant

Yervant
46

I love all things Italian!
Italians are unequivocally world leaders in design
and high quality with the distinct advantage of boasting
“Made in Italy,” which in itself is a highly marketable
affirmation! Just think of names like Armani, Prada,
Versace, Gucci, Ferrari, Lamborghini and you immediately
associate them with high quality and innovative design!
I am officially adding GraphiStudio to that list! This
company of young, trendy, innovative executives is
leading our industry towards a new phase of marketing
wedding photography as art with some very exciting
concepts that I have had the privilege of designing.
Brand new album concepts that embrace today’s home
art and decorating trends and offer the photographer
unprecedented new marketing opportunities.
47

Graphistudio
Yervant’s Collection
The Concept
The Yervant’s Collection is a masterful piece of artistic
design. This continous innovation and research has allowed
us to create emotions rather than products.
We have materialized the genius artistic vision
of Yervant by using handcrafted, innovative
and luxurious materials. Passion and
vcreativity are the common lines that
link us deeply, and this new
product line celebrates this
marriage. Elegant three
volume sets, bound with a
materials are held in their
coordinating sleeves.
The Yervant’s
Collection introduces a
turning point in the market,
enhancing the book and the
images inside as never before.
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Genuine Italian leather and metallic materials forged together
with sharp edges, crisp lines, amazing tactile feeling and a new
square-edged spine. The books are minimal and modern.
The Yervant’s Collection is all about class.
This product line adds a new
dimension in photography and
a new desirable object for
brides worldwide.
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The Product
This extraordinary product is composed of a collection of three
books, one 35x35, one 25x25 and one 15x15.
All books are manufactured with a matching case.
The natural utilization includes three “attached” elements in a
triangular design hence creating an ideal and logical continuum
throughout the layouts.
Two versions are available: “Snow White” or it’s twin “Pitch
Black”.
These items are Made in Italy and handcrafted by Graphistudio,
in our headquarters located in Arba (100 km from Venice).

35x35
metallic paper
varnished metallic cover
glossy leather spine
and back
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25x25
pearl paper
varnished metallic cover
glossy leather spine
and back

15x15
textured paper
varnished metallic cover
glossy leather spine
and back
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Pro’s Corner

Jim

Garner
Jim Garner

“My advice for future photographers entering
this industry would be to rev up client experience,
customer service – it will come back to you tenfold and
it’s the best marketing you can do for your business!
Find a focus to your work and stay dedicated to your
own style.
But most importantly, see ART, not pictures.
In our case, we create beautiful custom art books
and custom enlargements for every client”
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GraphiTips

Follow
Jim Garner with
our products...
You can enter a new dimension, reach new heights, and
see “Art” like Jim does.
Enrich your book with a leather spine and back. Take a step
beyond and transform your album into something more than a mere
collection of images.
Turn it into a proper art form by coordinating with the new
sleeves in either cowhide or leather, an upgrade that would make
the difference and set a new standard.

Photo courtesy of Jim Garner
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Pro’s Corner

Andrew and Agnieszka

Younger
Andrew and Agnieszka Younger

Andrew and Agnieszka Younger run a low volume
boutique studio in Plymouth, Devon with intimate
customer service and powerful imagery, which sets them
apart from the crowd.
They both love their work and are passionate about
developing unique styles. They are known for their
creativity and visual storytelling through photography.
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We started off using film cameras which helped us to understand
light and exposure. Understanding traditional photographic
techniques has given our images a timeless feel.
We infuse wedding photography with documentary, portrait,
landscape, sport and fashion photography with award winning
results. We give our clients beautiful, interesting images.
We want to attract a certain type of customer. While some studios
are fighting to get the rich and famous, we want to photograph
regular people who will appreciate our photography while finding
it within their budget. Many of our clients are teachers or are in
the forces or self-employed. They might really stretch their initial
budget, but they appreciate our end product which is always a
beautifully designed Graphistudio wedding book. It all has to look
good and worth a fortune.
Many good photographers in our area have panicked due to low
bookings and reduced their prices opting to go down the ‘shoot and
burn’ route. For some, it’s working as they now have a lot more
weddings and spend less time on postproduction. I can sort of see
their point of view, but it might come to the point when we start
a separate business designing wedding albums for other studio’s
clients who have a CD and no book to love and hold! Or is that me
being greedy?
Andrew and Agnieszka Younger
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GraphiTips

Follow Andrew and
Agnieszka Younger
with our products...
Pricing your craft appropriately is vital for your Studio,
as is setting your profit margin along correct lines.
Our books start at only £ 49, thus guaranteeing the widest
freedom for you to determine these aspects and charge your
clients accordingly.
Consider, for instance, the portraiture and seniors markets:
they are the perfect playground where you can experiment all
our available options, such as the NEW printed hardback, while
offering a book of uncompromising quality.

Photo courtesy of Andrew and Agnieszka Younger
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Pro’s Corner

Adam

Adam Alex

Alex
62

Adam Alex is a multi-award winning UK and destination
photographer and widely recognized to be one of the
UKs premier wedding photographers. Adam Alex is also
the owner of XSiGHT UK. XSiGHT are the worlds most
awarded image makers and industry leaders. During
this last year alone Adam won over 20+ International
WPPI awards of excellence, amongst which were a 1st
place in the Open category and 3 1st place awards in the
Fashion and Group category, as well as 20+ merits of
excellence at the national MPA Awards. Adams passion
for capturing his unique, intimate signature images is
what his reputation is built upon, constantly pushing the
UKs wedding photography to new heights and developing
along the way his distinct and captivating fine art style
that is highly coveted.
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“The Graphistudio album is
my vehicle to not only generate
revenue but also to represent
my work and justify my art.
My passion is to see wedding
photographers increase and be
credited well for their talents.
The album is the only avenue
we can take to secure this ethos
and provide our clients with an
experience and valuable product
that is priceless. We must sell
art not pixels.”
Adam Alex
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GraphiTips

Follow
Adam Alex with
our products...
Don’t compromise on quality!
Follow Adam’s advice by offering your
art in the appropriate way. Enhance your
photography with the new range of covers
such as the colourful, luxurious Nappa or
Distressed Leathers.
These two unmatched products, coming
straight out of the Italian fashion industry, will
stand the test of time, increase the perceived
value of your service, and guarantee your studio
the solidity it deserves.
Available plain or die-cut, and customizable
with standard or silver/gold foil debossing, this is
the way to excellence.

Photo courtesy of Adam Alex
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Pro’s Corner

Paul

Paul Wilkinson

Wilkinson
68

Paul Wilkinson is a multi-award winning
photographer whose passion for creating beautiful
images began, age 7, when his grandfather first
gave him a camera to play with.
Couple that with his love of all things social
and it was somewhat inevitable that he’d turn out
to be a people photographer.
He currently holds the title of UK Wedding
Photographer, Wedding Photojournalism Category
winner and Contemporary Portrait Category
winner from the recent 2011 Master Photography
Awards.
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Valuing your customers is a must for all successful businesses
but for photographers valuing your images and your suppliers is
also key. For very different reasons. A photographer is an artist
and valuing the work we produce be it beautiful albums, fabulous
frames and digital images all deserves the same pride. We chose
our key suppliers carefully and have enjoyed a great relationship
with them. We love the albums we produce almost as much as our
customers and by valuing our suppliers like Graphi we ensure we
can offer our customers the best service.
Paul Wilkinson
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GraphiTips

Follow
Paul Wilkinson with
our products...
Graphistudio’s new, luxurious, pearl paper is now
available!
Impress your clients with a soft, glittering finish which will
turn your book into a visual experience impossible to
forget, and add value to the product that will showcase
your photography.
You can enrich your book even more by
adding the NEW satin lamination, an
artistic look and feel particularly
effective on smooth and
photographic paper.
Two new options which
will upgrade your range,
and exceed your clients’
expectations.

Photo courtesy
of Paul Wilkinson
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Easy, flexible, cost
effective

Photo courtesy of
Marc Friedland Photography

Expand your offer by taking advantage of the new hardback cover
for 20x30, 15x20 and 10x13 sizes (vertical, square and landscape).
The product is ideal for Boudoir, Portraits, Family and Event
books, and in general for all those projects where simplicity doesn’t
mean lower quality.
This cover is extremely versatile and opens up a whole new
world of possibilities for your studio. Move ahead of the market,
and explore new styles.
Photo courtesy of Boudoir Divas

Photo courtesy of
Boudoir Divas

Photo courtesy of Scott McIntyre Photo Graphics
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Add more value
and provide a finished
product !
Why compromise your profit and sales when you can add
more value to your packages?
A little extra can make a BIG difference.
Graphistudio pocket books are ideal in creating more perceived
value for your packages and the more pocket books you have in
circulation, the more referral business back to your studio.
The pocket books
are more effective than
traditional marketing
materials and often
more affordable.

Graphistudio offers one of the best book copy programs in
the industry. Available in sets to help you maximize both your
sales and marketing activities.

Set of 30 copies
4x6, 4x4, 6x4

Set of 8 copies
10x13, 10x10, 13x10

Set of 15 copies
6x9, 6x6, 9x6
Photo courtesy of Yervant
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Tools
for Success:
We’re all about helping you grow your business Custom
Sample Kit for new account activation
Combine your images with our books as a sales tool and join
the largest photography community, including many of the top
photographers in the world. You can choose any book size, cover
option, paper type and page thickness, up to 60 sides.

The custom kit includes
t 1 main book (any size, any cover)
t 1 parent book (20x30, dust jacket)
t 4 parent books (10x13, dust jacket)
t 1 calendar (30x40, 7 pages)

Photo courtesy of Yervant
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What you show is what you will sell.
Graphistudio offers aggressive discounts on studio samples. To
keep your samples looking fresh we recommend you update your
books annually.
This will allow you to show a nice assortment of covers, papers
and book sizes that meet the needs of the changing marketplace.

Photo courtesy of Yervant
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Workflow
The trade area site is the ultimate resource for customers to stay
connected with their orders every step of the way. This secure site
is also great way to stay in touch with Graphistudio and obtain the
most recent information and updates with regards to promotions,
seminars, trade shows and other exciting events.
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The trade area allows you to:
t Follow the progress of your orders from start to finish

t Download Graphisoftware

t Download documents such as
the price list, print and bind
specifications, catalogs and more

t Place orders via our online order form
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Online order form
With the click of a button customers can now upload their
orders directly to our production facility.
The online order form allows photographers to browse
through all our products, choose what suits them best and
place order details such as book size, paper option and cover
choice.
A specific section is dedicated to the parent and pocket
books, and to accessories (calendars, sleeves, briefcases...).
After this step has been completed, the files can be
uploaded through the embedded FTP server. Ordering has
never been so easy.
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Graphisoftware

4.1

The new Graphisoftware 4.1 features:
t option to design the new Stylish Sleeve and Art Box
t image icons enlargement tool

NEW

t option to search specific effects/templates or photos by
entering the relevant name. You can browse through the most
recent queries, and perform single, multiple or mixed searches
t effects/templates search filter to list and visualize the effects by
the quantity of images they include
t quality alert which notifies if the resolution of the image you
have imported is considered unsatisfactory
t direct placement of texts onto the page
The Graphistudio design software.
This powerful, yet easy to use tool is ideal to create your
masterpieces in Graphistudio’s award winning books. Gather your
images and start to design your own layout, try some of our renown
multi-awarded winning templates, modify them or even create your
own from scratch.
The drag and drop logic will set you free to design stunning
layouts in just a few minutes, adding effects, re-touching elements
with PhotoshopTM and much more.
Master the creative process easily through this user-friendly
platform and bring to life your inspired vision.
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t binding alert which notifies if the maximum quantity of pages for
the binding you selected (110 thin/100 thick/50 rigid) is exceeded
t calendar for year 2014
t indication of the hardback covers movable hinge on the spread
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t Ability to unlock templates and personalize
t Intuitive drag and drop
t Archiving personal templates
t Hundreds of masks, frames and shapes
t Cover and calendar design
t Thumbnail and slideshow HD preview
t Colour correction available at 0,99 £ per page

Photo courtesy of Bob Davis

t FREE of charge
t Mac and PC compatible
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t Over 600 pre-defined templates, including NEW senior templates

Photo courtesy of Bob Davis

Photo courtesy of Edge Gallery

Photo courtesy of Bob Davis
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Pro’s Corner

Boudoir

Divas
Boudoir Divas

The Boudoir Divas are: Marissa Boucher &
Kimberlee West. Together they own and operate
the Boudoir Divas Studio, a high-end photography
studio located in San Diego, California.
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What makes their studio so successful is their
desire to give every woman the opportunity to feel
like a supermodel - no matter what size or shape
she may be. “Every woman has her own unique
beauty, and it is our hope that we help her embrace
just that.”
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“We think that the most important factors in becoming
successful in your career are:
1) Focus on your client, not your competition.
2) Create a business model that you can follow for years.
3) Have clear-cut goals for what you want your life to look like
today, in five years from now, and in ten years from now.
If we were able to go back 5 years ago, when we were just
starting to implement our business model, we believe that we would
have been more successful if we had nailed down our signature
brand right from the beginning, instead of transforming our brand
through the first few years. Our advice for future photographers
entering this industry would be don’t let yourself get discouraged
if it seems as though your business isn’t growing as quickly as
another photographer’s. Don’t compare yourself or your business
to others in the industry, but rather, stay focused on your own goals.
“We think the next big thing in this industry will be boudoir.
“Our business is coping with the economic downturn by giving
even more energy to inexpensive marketing strategies, such as
blogging, social networking, email newsletters, and follow-up
phone calls to potential clients. The industry’s top priority should
be getting back to the basics of business by raising the standards
of customer service, and exceeding our clients’ expectations. This
will push our industry to new levels of excellence, and the public
will value our services that much more.”
Boudoir Divas
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GraphiTips

Follow the
Boudoir Divas with
our products...
The Divas focus on brand as a way to differentiate
themselves. You can do the same through the exclusivity of
our “Graphistudio - Made in Italy” flavor.
Be recognizable through the quality of handmade books,
carefully prepared to last for generations and to showcase
your photography with the most advanced digital process
and printing.
Be a step ahead, and choose the right products
to obtain that additional “WOW” factor your art
deserves.

Photo courtesy of Boudoir Divas
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Pro’s Corner

Ciaran

O’Neill
Ciaran O’Neill

The one piece of advice I would give is “Be
true to yourself”.
This goes for all aspects of the business.
You’ve got to find your own inspiration, your own
style, your own price range and your own unique
selling point.
This is what sets great photographers apart
and can be pretty good for business too!
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Pro’s Corner

David A.

David A. Stanbury

Stanbury
102

My first memory of Wedding Photography was
turning the pages of my parents Wedding Book,
watching their faces light up as they introduced me
to family members past and present, to this day that
memory has stayed. My work is all about telling the
story, the story of my clients wedding and presenting
the couple with something that can transport them
back to the happiest day of their life, my work is all
about the Wedding Book.
I am asked on many occasions how I reach new
clients and my answer is I don’t, my clients do by
proudly showing them their story, their Wedding Book.
In a world that seems not to want to print an image I
feel proud that when I am long gone people will still
be looking, remembering and holding my work.
103

GraphiTips

Follow
Ciaran and David
with our products...

Photo courtesy
of Ciaran O’Neill

Build yourself a solid reputation by working on the final
product you will deliver: customize every single detail through
our choice of papers, thickness of the pages, covers etc to
make sure your own “signature” will always be recognizable,
and your style can filter through each spread.
Ensure the album you create will stand the test of time by
choosing the most reliable Company in the industry.
Make your work as unique as
possible by taking advantage
of the wide range of options
we offer.

Photo courtesy
of David A. Stanbury
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Pro’s Corner

Andrea

Barrett
Andrea Barrett

Since first starting out as a wedding photographer
25 years ago, Andrea Barrett has gained an array
of qualifications including FSWPP, ABIPP, AMPA
and Cr.GWP and has become a SWPP Associate and
Fellowship with Craftsman.
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Her talent and passion have clinched her more than 250 awards,
including National Wedding Photographer of the Year for three
consecutive years and regional awards in classical, avant garde,
wedding album, wedding portfolio and environmental portrait
categories. Her most recent win was the coveted WPPI Award of
Excellence 2009 and 2011, in Las Vegas.
Andrea is currently the MPA wedding album photographer of the
year 2011.
She has also judged competitors’ entries at both regional and
national level for the last ten years and in that period has been
nominated for the Woman of Achievement’s Businesswoman of the
Year Award no less than three times.
And having lectured on studio portraits, weddings and marketing
to both fellow photographers and students for 15 years it’s easy to
see why Andrea has become well liked and well respected in the
industry.
Her well-balanced mix of classical and modern styles and digital
techniques also makes her a popular choice among couples eager
to take home ‘wow’ factor memories of their special day.
Work hard, never give up, never take no for an answer,
embrace every opportunity, keep up with modern trends, be
different, be personable and be professional!
Andrea Barrett
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GraphiTips

Follow
Andrea Barrett with
our products...
Embrace every opportunity and keep up with modern trends,
as Andrea suggests, by adding sets of our pocket books.
These exact copies of the main book can come in three
different sizes (4x6, 6x9, 10x13 or similar square sizes) and are
the perfect items to complete your offer.
They are also ideal as marketing tools: a high end,
personable business card which will showcase your
art to potential clients and win referrals.
They start at only 46 £ per set.

Photo courtesy of Andrea Barrett
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Networking, learning,
creative thinking
are not just words
for Graphistudio:

“French Convention 2009
Tour Eiffel, Paris”

We strongly believe that understanding the changes of the
industry and keeping up to date with the latest trends are major
keys to success.
For this reason we team up with leading association and
photographers into a never ending journey into education and
improvement.

“Italian Convention 2009
Rome”
«American Convention 2010 – Chicago»
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Think about the American Convention held at the Museum of
Contemporary Art in Chicago, for instance, when we brought together
some of the most recognized names in the industry to discuss a wide
range of topics and information. Or the series of road shows launched
to interact with you and forge a new way to look at your work.

Bob&Dawn Davis

Joe Buissink

Throughout the years we have worked constantly to expand this
approach and share it with the photographers community: we have
organized and ran many seminars, workshops, conventions and
meetings to talk about photography in full 360° and face the new
challenges of the present day market.
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Our biggest and most ambitious project ever: the
Graphistudio Accademia.
We are proud to have converted our vision into an actual,
real structure that will welcome professional photographers
from everywhere, a new home to interact, grow and improve
their skills. A place that has created a network of like minded
professionals eager to share their views and cooperate in finding
new ways to approach photography, believing that only through
dedication and education we can achieve our goals.
A constant attention to the industry, because we believe in
innovation, knowledge and hard work. Because we like to push
our limits further. Because we are never too good to learn.
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Count Ceconi
Castle
A place of inspiration, another point of excellence
The highest research and development department of
Graphistudio will be deployed at the beautiful Count Ceconi Castle,
located in the north eastern Alps, just 30 minutes away from the
company headquarters.
The castle is a neo-gothic building, expanded at the present
shape by the Count Giacomo Ceconi, a genial builder who lived
during the Austro-Hungarian Empire.
We are sure that once there, immersed in the wild nature of the
Alps, highly talented taskforces will be in the best condition to be
inspired and creative as never before.
Moreover, we imagine these designers, creatives, marketing
experts, from different countries, cooperating in a “brain storming”
while viewing the breathtaking landscape.
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Paper samples.
The following pages are real examples
of our state-of-the art printing technologies.
Digital Laser printing available on:
photographic or metallic paper.
Digital Offset printing available on:
textured, smooth or pearl paper.
Glossy or Matt Lamination is available on:
Photographic paper, smooth and textured paper.
Gloss lamination is default on metallic paper.

Contacts
Italy
Via Monte Raut, 1 - 33090 Arba (PN)
Tel. 0039 0427 939611- Fax 0039 0427 939612
info@graphistudio.com
UK
The Old Sheep House, Wall Hall
Aldenham Hertfordshire WD25 8AS - UK
Tel. 0044 (0)8707 280690 - Irish customers only 1-890 886 968
Fax 0044 (0)1923 839045
uksales@graphistudio.com
USA
960 Inwood Ave N, Oakdale, MN 55128
Tel. 866 472 7445 - Fax 651 264 1266
usasales@graphistudio.com
France
9 Rue Jacques Réattu - 13009 MARSEILLE
Tel. 04 91 25 27 45 - Fax 04 91 72 34 48
commercial@graphistudio.com
España
C/ Mayor, 2 - 45500 Torrijos (TOLEDO)
Tel. 0034 925-772-376
info.es@graphistudio.com
Calle Aragón 414 - bajos interior - 08013 Barcelona
Tel. 0034 93-244-48-13 - Fax 0034 932-45-03-63
comercial@graphistudio.com
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